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Abstract

This chapter is based on the premise that treatment with prolotherapy can greatly reduce
chronic musculoskeletal pain, which affects more than 1 billion people worldwide.
Although relatively unknown to mainstream medicine, prolotherapy has been used for
decades to treat chronic musculoskeletal pain, doing so by correcting the underlying cause
of that pain: joint instability due to ligament laxity. Discussions of joint instability, liga-
ment physiology and biomechanics, compressive and shear forces, sites of instability, pain
referral patterns, and ligament injury and healing demonstrate how they all interrelate to
cause chronic pain. Treating chronic pain using nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs,
corticosteroids, and the rest, ice, compression, and elevation protocol actually inhibit the
natural healing process of injured ligaments because they interrupt the inflammatory
response, prevent joint swelling, and hinder cell proliferation, resulting in further liga-
ment laxity and tissue regrowth that is inferior to native ligament tissue. Unlike conven-
tional treatments, prolotherapy injects small volumes of an irritant solution into painful
ligaments, tendons, joints, and surrounding joint spaces, initiating an inflammatory
response which then attracts substances that promote normal cell and tissue growth. Their
propagation stimulates the injured ligament to proliferate and grow at the injection sites,
resulting in the regeneration of new tissue.

Keywords: chronic pain, joint instability, ligament laxity, prolotherapy, regenerative
injection therapy

1. Introduction

“Keep people moving” is the mantra of the Global Alliance for Musculoskeletal Health—The

Bone and Joint Decade (GAMH/BJD) 2010–2020, a global collaboration first launched in 2000

as the Bone and Joint Decade and dedicated to improving the health-related quality of life for
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people with musculoskeletal disorders (MSKDs) throughout the world. A Bone and Joint

Decade Global Minimum Standards of Care for Musculoskeletal Health was created to

develop better treatment modalities according to evidence-based recommendations and will

be focusing on two crucial areas—chronic pain and hip fractures [1]. The work of the Alliance

has awakened the medical community to this urgency, resulting in a record number of research

studies being published since 2002. Despite this, MSKDs remain a major cause of disability,

ranking second worldwide and first in developed countries. Today, one in four people around

the world suffer from long-standing loss of function and pain [2, 3]; Global Burden of Disease

studies show that MSKDs cause 21.3% of all years lived with disability (YLDs) [4] and saw an

increase of 61.6% in disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) from 1990 to 2016, with osteoarthri-

tis showing the greatest increase [5]. DALY refers to the sum of YLDs and the years of life lost

(YLLs) due to premature mortality. These data represent the enormous unmet need of finding

effective ways to prevent and treat musculoskeletal conditions.

MSKDs are the most common cause of severe long-term pain [6]. Over 1.3 billion people

worldwide are living with back pain, neck pain, osteoarthritis, or other painful musculoskele-

tal conditions [4]—a pandemic of epic proportions that modern medicine has been unable to

rectify. That is because modern medicine has not identified or addressed the underlying cause

of chronic musculoskeletal pain—namely, joint instability, which is the primary focus of this

chapter, along with how to treat it successfully with prolotherapy.

2. Joint instability: the precursor to chronic pain

The human body has 360 joints, each of which contains at least two bones that are connected to

one another by one or more ligaments. Joint instability occurs when there is excessive move-

ment of these bones or increased speed of their motion relative to the other as tension is placed

on the joint. This inability to maintain the relationship between adjacent bones under normal

physiological forces puts extra pressure on intra-articular and surrounding joint structures,

leading to joint degeneration, soft tissue damage or tears, and pain. Joints begin to degenerate

or break down when the catabolic (destructive) processes exceed the anabolic (reparative)

processes. Once the catabolic processes take over, the joint undergoes full cartilage loss,

leaving it in a state of bone-on-bone without the cushioning effect of the cartilage tissue;

thereafter, ligaments become overly stretched as they try to support the joint, leading to

ligament laxity and excess motion in the joint. The end result is joint instability and disabling

chronic musculoskeletal pain.

Each joint is designed to provide the precise amount of motion and stability needed for it to

function as intended. Weight-bearing joints require more stability and, thus have less motion

available. The hip is a major weight-bearing joint and, therefore, must be very stable to allow

for ambulation. So too, is the lumbar spine, which must support the rest of the spinal column

and the head. The facet joint capsule is the most richly innervated part of the spine in terms of

nociception (pain perception) and proprioception (position sense) [7], and injury to the capsule

ligaments there is the most common cause of spinal instability and spinal pain. In contrast, the
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shoulder is the most dynamic joint in the body and must be very mobile, as it acts with the

elbow to position the hand in space. The more intrinsically stable a joint is, the more it relies on

bone and joint architecture for movement; the more intrinsically mobile a joint is, the more it

relies on the ligaments for stability. While excess motion is a defining component of joint

instability, the amount of force needed to produce any given range of motion in that joint

becomes considerably less. That is why a second injury to the joint is much more likely to

occur, even when the trauma seems relatively innocuous [8]. The integrity or lack thereof of the

joint fluid, joint capsule, muscles, and tendons can also affect a joint’s susceptibility to instabil-

ity. Indeed, ligaments were never meant to stabilize the joints by themselves [9]. While liga-

ments are the primary passive joint stabilizers for most joints, muscles are the functional

or dynamic joint stabilizers. The two are connected by the ligamento-muscular reflex. There-

fore, when either structure becomes weakened, the other must take on more responsibility in

maintaining the joint’s stability.

Joint instability is caused by ligament laxity, which can occur after injury to one or more of the

900 ligaments that help support the joints of the body. Ligaments are dense bands of fibrous

connective tissue that connect one bone to another and are the primary stabilizers of proper

joint motion. When ligaments around a joint become weak, loose, or torn, they may not be able

to hold the joint bones in place, causing one of the bones to partially dislocate or sublux.

Subluxation occurs primarily because of laxity in a ligament and disrupts the connection of

two adjacent bones in the joint. There are three primary ways that a ligament can become loose

or torn: (1) trauma, a one-time substantial force, such as a whiplash injury; (2) overuse, a

repetitive motion with a smaller intermittent force or creep, a steady load that puts a constant

stretch on the ligament; (3) multidirectional instability, dislocation of a joint in different direc-

tions where the injury is severe enough to destroy the ligament. Tearing occurs when liga-

ments are stretched beyond their capacity to extend; once in this state, they are unable to return

to their original length, even when the injurious force is removed [10].

2.1. Ligament physiology and biomechanics

Ligaments are taut bands of collagen that connect one bone to an adjacent bone to provide

the primary stability in a joint. Collagen constitutes 70–80% of the dry weight of a ligament,

the majority of which is type I collagen; the remaining constituents include elastin, glycopro-

teins, protein polysaccharides, glycolipids, fibrocytes, and water. Collagen has a relatively long

turnover rate, with an average half-life of 300–500 days, which is slightly longer than that of

bone. This means it can be several months before a ligament shows evidence of structural

damage; this also affects its slow and often futile attempt to repair itself after injury [11].

One study demonstrated that ligaments were intact macroscopically at ultimate failure, but

electron microscopy revealed widespread disruption of the collagen fibrils. However, once

additional stress was applied, actual macroscopic disruption did occur, suggesting that micro-

scopic failure of the collagen fibrils in grossly intact ligaments may be a significant cause of

clinical instability [12].

Ligaments are viscoelastic tissues and thus, are pliant and flexible, allowing for natural move-

ment of the attached bones they support; yet they are strong and inextensible when resistance to
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applied forces is needed. Ligaments are able to do this because of a unique property known as

crimping, whereby their collagen fibers are arranged in multiple directions so that they are

aligned in an undulated or wavy pattern along their length when the ligament is relaxed, but

become straighter when the ligament is stretched. Crimping allows ligaments to elongate and

return to their original length without losing their strength or sustaining structural damage [13].

Although ligaments generally sustain tensile loads in one predominant direction, they are able to

handle stresses in other directions, primarily because of their crimping behavior. When tension

on a ligament increases, the collagen fibers progressively elongate (un-crimp) until all fibers are

nearly linear, causing the ligament structure to become increasingly stiff. The stiffness of a

material represents the material’s ability to resist deformation and is found by dividing the

change in load by the change in elongation. The signs and symptoms of joint instability reflect

the loss of stiffness or strength in a ligament [14]. The crimping behavior of ligaments, as well as

the interaction and cross-linking of collagen, elastin, and reticular fibers, is critical for normal

joint mobility. These characteristics allow ligaments to have a limited range of strains over which

they produce minimal resistance to movement. As a result, joints may easily be moved in certain

directions and over certain ranges. Likewise, if a joint is displaced toward the outer limit of its

normal range of motion, the strain of ligaments in that joint increases, causing recruitment of

collagen fibers from their “crimp” state to a more straightened or stiff state. This allows the

ligament to quickly increase its resistance to further elongation and stabilize the joint.

As viscoelastic tissues, ligaments also exhibit stress/strain behavior that is time-rate dependent

and are stiffer and stronger at high-strain rather than low-strain rates. Therefore, ligaments are

more likely to elongate under slower loading conditions, which would lower their risk of

failure. Ligaments have a nonlinear, strain-stiffening structural response, which is thought to

occur because of the crimp pattern of their collagen fibrils that elongate when small tensile

loads are applied. As already mentioned, ligaments then become stiffer and stronger and, thus,

larger forces are required to produce a given strain. Ligaments also possess a property known

as creep, in which progressive elongation or a change in strain with constant load occurs

overtime; this should not be confused with stress-relaxation, which occurs in a tissue that is

stretched and held at a fixed length. In this latter state, the higher the strain or loading rate is,

the larger the peak force/stress becomes and, thus, the greater the magnitude of the stress-

relaxation. In contrast, creep is a constant state of stress with an increasing amount of strain

and causes elongation over time when a constant force/stress is applied across the tissue [11].

Moreover, the extent of creep depends on the magnitude and duration of the applied stress,

and the deformation or elongation may become so extensive that the tissue can no longer

perform its function. In one study, the authors report that rat medial collateral ligaments were

shown to exhibit consistent nonlinear behavior in which the rate of relaxation was dependent

upon strain level and the rate of creep was dependent upon stress level [15].

While the primary function of ligaments is to prevent excessive joint motion, they have other

important functions, including transmitting loads from bone to bone, mediating motions

between opposing fibrocartilage and cartilage surfaces, acting as a joint-force sensor, and

maintaining joint congruency [9]. Together, ligament function echoes one common theme:

maintaining even stress across the joint surfaces. In doing so, ligaments also ensure that the

stress placed across the joint surfaces is distributed over as large an area as possible, which
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allows the joint and its surfaces to handle the maximum amount of pressure, force, and stress

when the loads are compressive. However, when a ligament is injured, the joint forces are

suddenly concentrated in one area of the joint, which predisposes the joint surfaces to break-

down and injury. The body instinctively reacts to distribute these forces more evenly by

causing the joint to swell. This creates extra joint fluid that helps to distribute the forces within

the joint more evenly and temporarily stabilizes the joint. Acute ligament injuries almost

always result in joint swelling. These injuries also cause severe muscle spasms and tightness,

especially when the spinal capsular ligaments in the lower back and neck are injured. Like joint

swelling, muscle spasms are the body’s response to stabilizing an unstable joint and dissipat-

ing pressures across the joint.

Ligaments can become injured when stretched as little as 5–10%, with failure occurring at 13–

32% elongation [16, 17]. Thus, when too large a force is put on a ligament, it can elongate to a

point where the tissue becomes permanently overstretched; if the force is not released, the

ligament can completely fail or tear. For instance, anterior cruciate ligaments have been shown

to fail at forces between 1730 and 2160 N [18, 19], and most studies report cervical ligament

failure at around 100 N [20].

When ligament laxity occurs, there is a disconnect between the tissue’s form and the function in

that the additional length of the stretched-out ligament causes a permanent mechanical weaken-

ing in the tissue [21]. Simply put, the ligament has lost its stiffening capacity and can no longer

support the joint or dissipate the forces placed on it. Ligament laxity in a joint is measured as the

motions of translation and rotation at a given force or torque. There is a direct relationship

between the amount of ligament lengthening and the amount of joint play or laxity [20, 22].

2.2. Compressive versus shear or rotational forces

The degree to which a ligament can become damaged depends on the magnitude, direction,

and speed of the force put on the tissue. Ligaments, articular cartilage, and intervertebral disks

can withstand compressive forces that are magnitudes greater than shear or rotational forces,

which have a catabolic or break-down effect on these structures [23–25]. Thus, ligaments are

less able to handle extension forces, especially when they are rotational or shear forces.

“Sideways” sheer and rotational or torsional forces place greater demands on the joints and

ligaments. As a result, these rotational-type forces are more likely to trigger an injury and

generate pain. Once a ligament is injured, even a slight sheer force can cause tremendous

pressure to develop within the joints. In some ways, the body can compensate for this. For

instance, the oblique orientation of the interspinous ligaments in the lumbar spine is more

conducive to axial rotation, enabling the tissues to resist posterior shear off the superior

vertebrae and impose anterior shear forces during full flexion. These ligaments are similar to

the collateral ligament in the knee in that they follow an arc throughout flexion to control the

vertebral rotation. This helps the facet joints remain in contact and glide with the rotation [26].

Facet joints provide stability to the spine by restricting the range of motion of the superior

vertebrae with respect to the inferior vertebrae and protecting the motion segments of the

spine from high extension rotations and large shear displacements in the anterior direction

[27, 28].
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The most injurious movements for the intervertebral disks in the spine are flexion and axial

rotation, the combination of which puts the greatest amount of stress on the ligaments and

disks. It is this combined motion that causes most acute disk herniations. Flexion itself causes

the upper vertebra to move anteriorly, which can compromise the integrity of the disk. During

flexion, the nucleus becomes displaced posteriorly and begins to press on the posterior fibers

of the annulus, increasing their tension, and the inferior articular processes of the upper

vertebra glide upwards, freeing themselves from the superior articular processes of the lower

vertebra. This causes the facet joint capsule, capsular ligaments, and other ligaments of the

vertebral arch to become stretched. The tension imposed on these ligaments finally limits

extension. Axial rotation, on the other hand, produces a strong shearing force that stretches

the capsular ligaments and pulls the facet joints apart, while causing tension in the oblique

central fibers of the annulus to build to a maximum. The nucleus then becomes compressed

and the internal pressure there rises in proportion to the degree of rotation. The combined

motions of flexion and axial rotation can be traumatic, as they produce increasing pressure

inside the nucleus, tearing the annulus, and driving the nucleus posteriorly through cracks in

the disk’s structure. The result is a herniated disk.

Degenerative disk disease (DDD) begins with injury to the ligaments of the capsular or posterior

ligamentous complex. Once the ligaments are stretched, an increase in the shear, rotational, and

torsional forces on the intervertebral disks occurs, which causes the disks to deteriorate more

quickly than normal. This stretching has a similar effect on the capsular and posterior ligament

complex itself, as it causes increases in those same forces in that area of the spine. When the

posterior ligamentous complex can no longer stabilize motion segments in the spine, the amount

of motion with shear, bending, or torsion there can increase by as much as 270% [29].

Spondylolysis and spondylolisthesis are similar disorders of the spine that usually develop in

adolescence and are caused by shearing forces or repetitive loading and hyperflexion/hyper-

extension of the spine. These types of motions, which are common in adolescents who partic-

ipate in sports, put abnormal amounts of stress on the pars interarticularis, a small segment of

bone within the neural arch that connects the superior and inferior articular facets [30].

Repetitive microtraumas to the pars often result in a stress reaction or fracture initially but

can progress to spondylolysis and then to spondylolisthesis if not treated.

2.3. Locating the joint instability

The key to curing chronic pain is locating the joint instability, which can be difficult because it is

only visible through rotational or shear forces. Stationary MRIs show density changes in tissue

and do not show joint instability. Newer technologies, such as ultrasound and digital motion X-

ray (DMX), are able to provide a clearer image of a ligament’s structure and function. Kinematic

or functional computerized tomography (fCT) and magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scans, as

well as digital motion X-ray, are able to depict lumbar and cervical instability during motion.

These types of radiographs are much more diagnostic, especially when patients have signs and

symptoms of spinal instability, yet have normal MRIs in a fixed position. Studies have demon-

strated the ability of kinematic radiographs to show excess vertebral motions and thereby

document instability in degenerative disk disease, spondylolisthesis, and radiculopathy [31–35].
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Specific radiological changes that suggest spinal instability include disk narrowing with gas in

the disk, traction spurs, and posterior joint and subluxation (abnormal rotatory alignment and

abnormal separation of the spinous processes).

The source of chronic pain is not always the site of the instability and involves the kinetic chain

(Figure 1). This term refers to the joints and joint structures in the spine and extremities that

move or handle force with a certain motion or movement. More often than not, the instability

is located in the joint closest to the site and the start of maximum pain perception, but it is not

unusual for it to be in the second closest joint to the site and the start of maximum pain

perception. This means that the instability is usually in the next joint up or down in the kinetic

chain from the one where the pain is located. At times, the instability is in the second farthest

joint away from the hub in the kinetic chain.

Figure 1. The kinetic chain-joint instability connection.
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Ligaments contain an abundance of nerve receptors; thus, they are primary pain generators

and act as the sensory organs of the joints by releasing pain signals to tell the brain what is

occurring in and around the joint. Because of the high concentration of nerve endings in these

tissues, even mild ligament injuries can cause severe pain (articulate cartilage is devoid of

nerve endings, so joint pain never originates from this tissue). Generally, when ligaments are

stretched too far or at too fast a rate, their nerve receptors fire and transmit pain signals to

where the instability might be. However, the tissues have well-known pain referral patterns

that often deviate from this. For instance, injury to a ligament in the hip may cause instability

there, but the pain can be referred all the way down into the big toe, or it can be referred to the

inner or outer thigh, or to the buttock region if the muscles that cross or move the hip joint

tighten and spasm. When external rotation of the hip causes pain, there is likely to be instabil-

ity in the anterior hip joint since the motion would have stretched the nerve endings of the

iliofemoral ligament, which stabilizes that joint.

Hearing cracking sounds in a joint or feeling that bones are rubbing together when certain

movements are executed is completely abnormal in the context of human movements. These

sensations are called crepitation and are signs of joint instability, especially if the crepitation in

that location is associated with pain. Left unattended, crepitation can cause long-term pain to

develop. As with earlier examples, the site of instability is not always obvious. A person may

complain of pain at the base of the neck but feel crepitation in the mid-thoracic region. The actual

source of the instability is likely in the upper back where the crepitation is, not in the neck where

the pain is felt. Another sign of segmental spinal instability is gapping, which can occur when the

capsular ligaments become lax or weakened. Gapping refers to an increase in the space between

the facet joints and can be seen on functional X-rays and MRI or CT scans [36].

Sometimes joint instability and pain occur after certain types of surgery. For instance, spinal

instability is a common complication of foraminotomy/laminectomy surgery because bony stabi-

lizing structures are removed from the lower back during the procedure [37]. Other studies have

shown that there is a significant increase in annulus stresses and segmental mobility when the

facet joints are removed [38, 39]. Some types of orthopedic surgery can worsen any existing joint

instability if the procedure removes stabilizing structures, such as bone spurs (chondroplasty),

menisci (meniscectomy), labrum (labral resection), and intervertebral disks (microdiscectomy).

Doing so puts more stress on the surrounding ligaments and stabilizing structures and increases

the risk of further instability. Fusion surgery is a case in point. While the procedure is intended to

improve stability, it often leads to future instability because additional forces are put on the

segments above and below the fused segment. For example, after an L4-S1 fusion, instability is

likely to develop in either the L3-L4 segment of the spine or the sacroiliac joints because they are

both adjacent to the fused segment that can no longer move. This condition is called adjacent

segment disease. As a result, the spinal instability is not resolved but is perpetuated as the

adjacent segment disease “travels” up and done the spine. Spinal fusion is why adjacent segment

disease and subsequent degenerative disk disease have become so prevalent [40]. People who are

contemplating fusion surgery need to realize that the procedure permanently fuses the affected

segments, limiting motion in that part of the spine for the rest of a person’s life.

The spine can move through six degrees-of-motion and the movements therein are either rota-

tional or translational, meaning any excessive motion occurring between adjacent vertebrae can
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move in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction (rotational) or in a direction that is to the right

or left or forwards or backwards (translational). The ligaments are the tissues that regulate these

adjacent vertebral rotations and translations. Given this, spinal motion can be a complex combi-

nation of translations and rotations and any subsequent instability can be translational or rota-

tional in nature or a combination of both. The intervertebral disks are primary restraints against

the compressive forces of gravity, whereas the posterior ligamentous complex and facets joints

are primary constraints against bending and twisting movements. This is why one simple

ligament injury in the spine can cause both disk degeneration and spinal instability. Clinically,

spinal stability enables the spine to maintain its alignment during loading and allows the neural

structures it encloses to be protected without causing pain [41]. It is the collective job of the disks,

ligaments, bones, and muscles to keep the spinal column in proper alignment, so the spinal cord

and nerves remain protected. However, if the spine no longer has adequately functioning

biomechanical properties, clinical stability is lost, giving rise to spinal instability and pain.

When surgeons use the term “spinal instability” as a diagnosis, especially in the case of spinal

fusion, they are usually referring to macroinstability, such as dislocation of a joint or a large

movement of an adjacent bone. This occurs when there is complete disruption of a ligament.

However, ligaments, other soft tissues, and disks can become injured by much smaller move-

ments. These small-scale motions are called microinstability. Most chronic pain is caused by

subfailure ligament injury, which occurs when the ligament is stretched out or becomes

partially torn, but not completely disrupted. Just one or two ligaments need be affected to

cause ligament laxity and the subsequent extra movement of adjacent bones. For instance, the

capsular ligaments holding the facet joints in place can became lax or stretched out by as little

as 1–2 mm. What is taking place here is clearly a process of microinstability.

2.4. Ligament healing: an oxymoron of sorts

Ligaments are notoriously poor healers because they are hypovascular, meaning they have a low

blood supply, appearing white when compared with the highly vascularized red-colored mus-

cles that can heal relatively quickly on their own. Although ligaments heal poorly, they do go

through a specialized sequence of overlapping but distinct cellular events. This healing cascade

consists of three consecutive phases that occur over time: the acute inflammatory phase, the

proliferative or regenerative/repair phase, and the tissue-remodeling phase. Depending on

the severity of injury to the ligament, it can be weeks or months and, sometimes, years before

the process of healing is complete.

However, slow this course of healing may be, it is compounded by the extreme physiological

and structural changes that ligaments undergo after injury, as well as by the complex and

dynamic cellular processes that take place during healing. These deleterious events cause

alterations in the biology and biomechanics of the injured ligament, leading to inadequate

healing and tissue formation that is inferior to native ligament tissue. There is ample evidence

to support this, as the literature has described remodeled ligament tissue as “grossly, histolog-

ically, biochemically, and biomechanically similar to scar tissue” [42–44] and “grossly, micro-

scopically, and functionally different from normal tissues” [45]. The incomplete healing of the

ligament and lower integrity of the new tissue results in ligament laxity, predisposing the joint
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to further injury. This cycle of ligament injury and ensuing laxity causes joint instability, which

then leads to chronic pain and diminished function, often culminating in osteoarthritis of the

affected joint [14]. Therefore, once ligaments are stretched beyond a certain point, they do not

regain their normal power and length, both of which are needed for a joint to become stable

again and function normally.

2.5. Standard treatments do not pass muster

The RICE (rest, ice, compression, and elevation) protocol, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

(NSAIDs), and corticosteroids normally prescribed by modern medicine all put too much strain

on the ligaments during the healing process and have been shown to inhibit ligament healing

and contribute to long-term pain from incomplete recovery of ligament strength. Despite the

longtime acceptance of rest and immobilization as a standard therapy after ligament injury,

evidence is revealing that the absence of joint motion can have a dramatic effect on healing

ligaments. Studies have shown that immobilizing a joint with an injured ligament can cause a

number of adverse side effects, such as formation of synovial adhesions [46], increased collagen

degradation, decreased collagen synthesis [47], and more disorganized collagen fibrils [48, 49].

Immobilization also contributes to the injured ligament’s more catabolic state in that it disrupts

loading, which alters matrix turnover in the ligament, as well as the degree of orientation of the

matrix collagen fibrils within the tissue [50]. Consequently, matrix degradation begins to exceed

matrix formation; however, what newly synthesized matrix there appears less well organized,

and the ligament tissue itself is less stiff and weaker [14]. Prolonged limb immobilization also

decreases the content of water and glycosaminoglycans in the ligament, adding to the ligament’s

loss in mass and strength [50]. Decreased ligament loading also has a profound effect on the

strength of the fibro-osseous junction because immobilization causes subperiosteal osteoclasts to

resorb much of the bony inserts of the ligament, causing a substantial decline in the tensile

strength at the bone ligament interface [51]. Not surprisingly, there is growing evidence of a shift

in protocol, as a systematic review found no controlled studies on soft tissue injuries favoring

immobilization in the treatment of ligament injuries [52].

For many years, NSAIDs have also been a mainstay treatment for ligament injuries, espe-

cially in the case of acute sports injuries, but research has shown that these anti-

inflammatory drugs are only mildly effective in relieving the symptoms of most muscle,

ligament, and tendon injuries and are potentially deleterious to soft tissue healing [53–55].

Additionally, NSAIDs have been shown to accelerate the deterioration of articular cartilage

and increase joint space in osteoarthritis [56, 57]. Furthermore, patients who are prescribed

NSAIDs may feel no discomfort because of their analgesic effects and ignore any symptoms

of ligament injury, which could cause further damage to the ligament and delay the tissue’s

healing. Studies have also been conducted on the cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) inhibitor class

of NSAIDs, and researchers have concluded that the use of these particular medications

inhibits ligament healing, leading to impaired mechanical strength in the tissue [58–60]. As

a class, NSAIDs are no longer recommended for chronic soft tissue injuries and their use is

cautioned in athletes who have ligament injuries. In the case of acute ligament injuries,

NSAIDs should only be used for the shortest period of time possible, if used at all [61, 62].
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There is good reason to expect that taking NSAIDs might have an adverse effect on healing

since they inhibit inflammation, such as prostaglandin-induced inflammation, which is an

early sequel in the cascade of injury-induced events. The inflammatory response normally

results in the recruitment of cells into the injured area where they remove necrotic debris

and initiate the healing process [14]. However, NSAIDs have been shown to specifically

block the cyclooxygenase enzymes that catalyze the conversion of arachidonic acid to pros-

taglandins, which are thought to play a role in ligament healing [63].

There is also mounting evidence that corticosteroid injections into injured ligaments have an

adverse effect on healing [18, 64–69]. Like NSAIDs, corticosteroids cause deterioration of

articular cartilage [70–72]. Furthermore, corticosteroid injections into ligaments and tendons

have been shown to inhibit fibroblast function, adversely affecting collagen synthesis [73].

Given the inhibitory effects corticosteroid injections have on ligament healing, reviews have

cautioned against their use for treating ligament injuries, especially in athletes [14, 22].

As said earlier, one of the primary functions of ligaments is to ensure that the stress placed

across the joint surfaces goes across the joint evenly and is distributed over as large an area as

possible. To more evenly distribute these forces while the ligament is healing, the body causes

the joint to swell, creating extra joint fluid to help dissipate the forces within the joint and

temporarily stabilize the joint. When the RICE protocol, NSAIDs and corticosteroids are used,

they prematurely reduce the swelling. Without the protective effect of joint fluid from swell-

ing, the forces across the soft tissues remain concentrated in one spot, which can cause them to

fibrillate and eventually crack. When loose pieces of cartilage (i.e., loose bodies) fall into the

joint, it has experienced too much pressure. Therefore, joint swelling has a purpose—to stabi-

lize the joint and distribute the forces within the joint evenly. When RICE, NSAIDs, and

corticosteroids stop the swelling in the joint, they inhibit ligament healing and leave the joint

vulnerable to further injury because the joint instability has not been corrected. Without

resolution of the instability, the arthritic process accelerates further. Joint instability can be

diagnosed on physical examination in the hands of an experienced prolotherapist who has

the palpatory skills to detect evidence of joint laxity or a loose-end feel to the ligament. End-

feel is a subjective measure of the elasticity of tissue but can be quantified as the mechanical

property of stiffness, which is calculated as the change in the applied force divided by the

resulting change in position length.

3. Prolotherapy: the right treatment for resolving joint instability and

chronic pain

Prolotherapy, also referred to as proliferation therapy or regenerative injection therapy (RIT), is a

technique in which substances that promote growth of normal cells or tissues are propagated

through the injection of small volumes of an irritant solution into painful ligaments, tendon

insertions, joints, and in the surrounding joint spaces over several treatment sessions [74–76].

This stimulates the ligaments and tendons to proliferate and grow at the injection sites, naturally

promoting the rejuvenation of new tissue. Dr. George S. Hackett, who was the pioneer of
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prolotherapy and coined the term Prolotherapy, described the procedure as such: “The treatment

consists of the injection of a solution within the relaxed ligament and tendon which will stimu-

late the production of new fibrous tissue and bone cells that will strengthen the ‘weld’ of fibrous

tissue and bone to stabilize the articulation and permanently eliminate the disability” [78].

The injected substance (proliferant) used in prolotherapy is intended to mimic the body’s natural

healing process by initiating a local inflammatory response, which triggers a healing cascade

characterized by the release of growth factors and collagen deposition, leading to proliferation,

ligament tissue remodeling, and strengthening of new tissue (Figure 2) and resulting in a return

of function and joint stability; with this course of treatment comes a reduction in pain [78, 79].

Prolotherapy treats the enthesis, which is where ligaments and tendons attach to bone; the fibro-

osseous junction is the area where the injection is administered. Comprehensive prolotherapy

refers to treatment of all of the significant stabilizing structures of the joint, as well as the

ligaments and addresses what is at the core of chronic musculoskeletal pain: joint instability

due to ligament injury and its subsequent weakness/laxity.

The most common proliferating solution used in prolotherapy is dextrose, a sugar found natu-

rally in the body as D-glucose, which cells need to survive. Dextrose offers many benefits as a

proliferant for musculoskeletal conditions and pain: it is a normal component of blood chemistry,

it is water soluble and readily available, it has a high safety profile and is considered GRAS

Figure 2. The biology of prolotherapy.
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(generally recognized as safe) by the FDA. Other solutions that can be used in prolotherapy

include pumice, P2G (phenol, glycerin, glucose), sodium morrhuate, polidocanol, sodium

tetradecyl sulfate, manganese, zinc, and human growth hormone, as well as platelet-rich plasma,

bone marrow, and lipoaspirate, which are forms of cellular prolotherapy and used for severe

ligaments injuries.

The pioneering work of Dr. Hackett during the 1950s established a clear link between liga-

ments and joint pain by identifying ligaments as the main source of chronic musculoskeletal

pain and then formalized prolotherapy as a viable therapeutic strategy to treat ligamentous

laxity and related musculoskeletal conditions [77]. Today, prolotherapy is known to relieve

pain by initiating healing and repair via an inflammatory healing cascade, wherein growth

factors are released [80–87]. The release of these growth factors by prolotherapy induces

ligament and tendon hypertrophy and strengthening [88–91], reduces neurogenic inflamma-

tion [92–94], and stabilizes unstable joints [89–91, 95, 96]. Prolotherapy is effective in reducing,

and often eliminating, musculoskeletal pain in the joints of the body [77, 97–108].

Prolotherapy is a natural injection therapy that stimulates the body’s response to injury and

jumpstarts the repair process, resulting in the proliferation of cells that regenerate and strengthen

ligaments, tendons, and other soft tissue structures associated with joint instability and chronic

pain. The outcome of prolotherapy is the repair of tissues and strengthening of the joint-

stabilizing structures, after which chronic pain subsides. There are several types of prolotherapy:

comprehensive or Hackett-Hemwall prolotherapy, D-glucose or dextrose prolotherapy, and cel-

lular prolotherapy, including bone marrow aspirates and platelet-rich plasma (PRP).

4. Conclusion

A review of the published literature indicates that prolotherapy is one of the safest and most

effective treatment options for the billion or more people suffering from chronic musculoskel-

etal pain today. Unlike other pain therapies, prolotherapy strengthens and tightens ligaments

that have become loose or lax and restores stability to unstable joints, relieving people of their

pain and allowing them to return to an active lifestyle. The authors stand by their premise that

prolotherapy is the best type of treatment for resolving the real cause of almost all chronic

musculoskeletal pain: joint instability.
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